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ABSTRACT 31 

Slower warming in the deep ocean encourages a perception that its biodiversity is less exposed to 32 

climate change than that of surface waters. This notion is challenged by estimates of climate 33 

velocity, which provide expectations for species’ range shifts. We find that contemporary (1955-34 

2005) velocities are faster in the deep ocean than at the surface. Moreover, projected climate 35 

velocities in the future (2050-2100) are faster for all depth layers, except at the surface under the 36 

most aggressive greenhouse gas mitigation pathway considered (RCP2.6). This suggests that 37 

while mitigation could limit climate-change threats for surface biodiversity, deep-ocean biodiversity 38 

faces an unavoidable escalation in climate velocities, most prominently in the mesopelagic (200-39 

1000 m). Managing non-climate threats, such as fishing and mining, offer deep-ocean communities 40 

the best chance of climate adaptation. Therefore, future open-ocean protection must resolve the 41 

challenge of designing protected areas that retain species moving at different speeds at different 42 

depths. 43 

 44 

MAIN TEXT 45 

Climate change drives the reorganisation of ecosystems, with most species moving poleward, but 46 

at different rates, but others moving in different directions or not at all1,2. These changes are 47 

impacting the ecosystem goods and services delivered by biodiversity, from primary production3 to 48 

fisheries yield4. In marine systems, knowledge of the spatial reorganisation of biodiversity comes 49 

largely from the upper 200 m of the ocean, where much of the biodiversity resides5 and is well-50 

studied. There is far less information about how biodiversity below the surface ocean – including 51 

the vast communities of myctophids (the most abundant fish in the world6) and the unique species 52 

associated with seamounts, canyons and seeps7 – might respond to climate change8. Because 53 

warming has been greatest at the surface9 and declines with depth10, there is a perception that the 54 

deep ocean could be spared the worst impacts of climate change. 55 

 56 

The paucity of data for all but the most common or prominent of marine taxa means that we must 57 

often rely on proxy metrics when assessing threats of climate change. Here, we use such a proxy, 58 

climate velocity11,12, to explore expectations for species’ range shifts under projected future ocean 59 

warming. This metric estimates the speed and direction of isotherm displacement under a 60 



changing climate, providing a simple and generic metric of exposure to warming that predicts 61 

species’ range shifts13,14, especially for those with conservative thermal niches15. Vertical climate 62 

velocities have recently been estimated for surface waters, interpreted in terms of their potential 63 

effects on habitat compression for surface-living taxa that are constrained by depth-related factors, 64 

like light16. However, recent empirical evidence17 suggests that depth provides refuge from ocean 65 

warming only in areas of steep vertical temperature gradients, where a small shift to cooler depths 66 

allows species to persist despite surface warming. Where vertical temperature gradients are less 67 

steep, such as where the surface mixed layer penetrates further (at high latitudes) or in the deep 68 

ocean (>500 m), vertical shifts would need to be much greater to avoid climate warming. For most 69 

of the ocean, therefore, horizontal climate velocity remains a useful proxy of community-level 70 

responses to climate change, especially when integrating across depth layers within which vertical 71 

temperature responses might operate. 72 

 73 

Here we used a relatively simple approach to estimate how climate velocity might change for 74 

different depths layers in the ocean, and how this could impact marine biodiversity. Using data 75 

from CMIP5 climate models averaged annually and re-gridded to 1° resolution by bilinear 76 

interpolation, we estimated climate velocity12 (see Methods) for the contemporary climate (1955-77 

2005; historical model runs), and for three future (2050-2100) climate scenarios generated under 78 

three of the IPCC Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)18: one with emissions peaking 79 

by 2020 and declining thereafter (RCP2.6); one with emissions peaking by 2040 (RCP4.5); and a 80 

scenario with emissions continuing to rise throughout the 21st century (RCP8.5). We analysed 81 

climate velocities (averaged by volume) in four depth layers: surface (0-200 m), mesopelagic (200-82 

1000 m), bathypelagic (1000-4000 m) and abyssopelagic (>4000 m)19. Using the same model 83 

outputs for all analyses (i.e., historical and future), ensures that any biases caused by data 84 

collection or processing propagate equally across all outputs. To evaluate how marine species are 85 

exposed to contemporary climate velocity, we combined previous estimates of climate velocity with 86 

the most comprehensive data available for the distribution of marine biodiversity20 (20,019 species; 87 

see Methods). 88 

 89 

The magnitude of contemporary climate velocity is relatively fast in the surface layer, slower in the 90 

mesopelagic, but becomes the fastest in the bathypelagic and abyssopelagic layers (Table 1, Fig. 91 



1). This contrasting pattern with depth arises because the rate of warming is presently greatest at 92 

the surface and declines with depth (the numerator of climate velocity), but the spatial gradient 93 

becomes weaker (flatter) with depth (the denominator of climate velocity; see Extended Data Fig. 94 

1, Supplementary Table 1). The relative magnitude of these contrasting patterns leads to the rapid 95 

velocities in the bathy- and abyssopelagic (henceforth the deep ocean). Fast climate velocities in 96 

the deep ocean suggest that species there are currently at least as exposed to effects of warming 97 

in terms of distribution shift21 as species in the surface ocean and could therefore be at similar risk 98 

of extirpation22. This provides strong motivation to consider future impacts of ocean warming in this 99 

under-explored habitat22. 100 

 101 

Projected future climate velocities increase for each depth layer and future scenario, except at the 102 

surface for RCP2.6. This pathway of aggressive greenhouse gas mitigation (Table 1, Fig. 1) leads 103 

to cooling and thus slower climate velocities at the surface. However, the prognosis is not as 104 

optimistic for deeper layers under RCP2.6, with climate velocities in the mesopelagic increasing 105 

seven-fold to rates more than four times those currently experienced at the surface. Climate 106 

velocity in the abyssopelagic layer also increases, reaching 5.5 times the rates currently 107 

experienced at the surface. Therefore, moderating surface warming under RCP2.6 will likely mean 108 

that the large-scale redistribution of marine life currently underway in the surface layer1,14 might be 109 

curtailed, but that dramatic distribution changes are likely for biodiversity in the deep ocean21. 110 

 111 

Under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, ongoing surface warming and its continued redistribution through the 112 

water column23 means faster future climate velocities at all depths. Although deep layers will 113 

continue to warm more slowly than surface waters (Extended Data Figs 1 & 4), this process is not 114 

projected to alter spatial temperature gradients (Extended Data Fig. 2, Supplementary Table 1). 115 

The result is that future climate velocities across each ocean layer are projected to be faster under 116 

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 than they are today. Under RCP8.5, future climate velocity in the 117 

mesopelagic layer is projected to be >20 times faster than its current value, and 11 times faster 118 

than contemporary surface climate velocities (Table 1). Importantly, below the mesopelagic layer, 119 

estimates of future climate velocity are relatively unaffected by greenhouse gas concentration 120 

pathway (including RCP2.6), emphasising the climate-change exposure associated with already 121 

committed warming in the deep ocean. Although mitigation measures aiming to reduce 122 



greenhouse gas emissions would be expected to be effective in terms of alleviating climate-change 123 

exposure in surface waters of the global ocean by 2100, they would achieve limited benefits in 124 

deeper waters. 125 

 126 

Comparing the spatial distribution of contemporary climate-change exposure, as measured by the 127 

magnitude of climate velocity, with that of species richness highlights potential areas of risk and of 128 

climate refuge at different depths (Fig. 2), both of which are relevant for marine conservation. For 129 

instance, 10% of surface waters experience overlapping areas of fast climate velocity and high 130 

species richness (Fig. 2a and b). These exposed areas are located mainly at tropical and 131 

subtropical latitudes (Fig. 2a mid-south Atlantic Ocean and central Pacific Ocean), with some 132 

striking exceptions in temperate latitudes. The mesopelagic layer exhibits some similar congruency 133 

between biodiversity and climate-change exposure (9% of cells), but with slightly more climate-134 

refugia in biodiverse areas (14% of cells with slow climate velocity and high species richness) than 135 

surface waters (12% of cells) (Fig. 2b). The pattern for the bathypelagic layer reveals areas of high 136 

biodiversity exposed to climate change widespread across all latitudes except for polar regions 137 

(Fig. 2a). That many of those threatened regions are in areas beyond national jurisdiction24 not 138 

only highlights challenges associated with climate change and conservation, but also the need for 139 

international cooperation among nations in addressing this problem. 140 

 141 

Taken together, these results describe a rapid acceleration of climate-change exposure throughout 142 

the water column by the second half of the 21st century. Because deep-sea species are 143 

physiologically adapted to relatively stable temperatures characteristic of waters below the surface 144 

layer25, they are considered vulnerable to even small increases in temperature in the absence of 145 

nearby thermal refugia21,26. Implications for deep-sea biodiversity, which remains poorly studied, 146 

could therefore be worse than those currently observed for species in the surface ocean, even 147 

under optimistic future scenarios (Fig. 2). 148 

 149 

Fastest climate velocities and largest differences relative to current conditions are projected for the 150 

mesopelagic layer under all emission scenarios, which is cause for particular concern. This layer is 151 

inhabited by small mesopelagic fish5 such as those from the genus Cyclothone, likely the most 152 



abundant vertebrate in the world. The huge biomass of mesopelagic fish not only supports 153 

commercial tuna and squid fisheries, but it drives the vertical flux of matter in the deep ocean27, as 154 

the fish migrate from surface feeding layers during the night to deeper layers during the day, where 155 

they release carbon and nitrogen through respiration and excretion6. How the trophic connectivity 156 

to commercial fish stocks and the vertical connectivity of carbon transfer to the deep ocean will be 157 

affected by the likely rearrangement of mesopelagic ecosystems remains an open question. 158 

 159 

Faster climate velocities at depth in the future could mean that unique seamount and canyon 160 

communities move downslope to find cooler refugia from warming, mirroring the tendency of 161 

terrestrial plants and animals to move to greater altitude with warming28. Those deep-ocean 162 

species limited by pressure, however, would need to either adapt or move between distant 163 

habitats16, in ways similar to those exhibited by high-altitude communities on land that need to 164 

move between mountaintops because of climate change. In the bathypelagic and abyssopelagic 165 

ocean, the growing threat of warming for biodiversity (Fig. 2) could have a more severe effect on 166 

resident species, especially when coupled with declines in pH, oxygen concentration and flux of 167 

organic matter. For instance, warming could induce formation and precipitation to the seafloor of 168 

methane crystals at deep margins29. This process could disrupt microorganisms that oxidize 169 

methane and could also promote range expansions of cold-seep biodiversity21. 170 

 171 

Not only does the speed of climate velocity vary with depth, but so does its direction (Fig. 1), 172 

regardless of future scenario (Extended Data Fig. 3). In the surface layer, climate velocities are 173 

mostly poleward, but this dominant direction declines progressively in importance with depth, a 174 

pattern consistent across all scenarios. For species tracking their shifting thermal niches in 175 

response to warming, these changes in direction of climate velocity might produce range 176 

mismatches among species across depths, compromising the vertical connectivity in the deep 177 

ocean that underpins mesopelagic and some bathypelagic food webs6. Moreover, the potential 178 

spatial reorganisation and decoupling of vertical connectivity of thermal niches could compromise 179 

the sustainable management of mesopelagic fish resources, especially with the ongoing impetus to 180 

harvest more from this zone27. Altered vertical connectivity of thermal niches could also 181 

superimpose an additional threat on bathypelagic and abyssopelagic biodiversity, already 182 

increasingly threatened by fishing and mining4,30. Finally, as climate velocity becomes 183 



multidirectional with depth (Extended Data Fig. 3), the expectation of species range shifts in 184 

response to warming will depend, in part, on the match or mismatch between directions of climate-185 

velocity vectors and those of ocean currents31. This could compromise the ability of species to 186 

populate potentially available thermal niches so that consideration of ocean currents will also be 187 

relevant in identifying priority areas for conservation32. 188 

 189 

The committed future exposure of the deep ocean to warming provides strong motivation for 190 

exploring adaptation options that might increase the resilience of its ecosystems across all depth 191 

layers33. The proclamation of large, no-take marine protected areas (MPAs) has accelerated in 192 

recent decades34 and has the benefit of providing marine species increased opportunity to adapt to 193 

changing climate35. But the often-contrasting directions of climate velocity at different depths pose 194 

challenges not so far considered in marine conservation planning. To illustrate the associated 195 

complexity, we constructed climate-velocity trajectories14,36 for thermal conditions presently within 196 

two ocean layers (surface and mesopelagic) for a selection of established large MPAs (>100,000 197 

km2 in extent) over the period 2019-2100 (see Methods). Isotherms in the surface and 198 

mesopelagic layers often move beyond existing MPA boundaries at different speeds and in 199 

contrasting directions, depending on emissions scenario (Fig. 3 a and c, Extended Data Fig. 3). 200 

Importantly, MPAs tend to retain more of their thermal habitat under RCP2.6 for both depths, but 201 

especially in the surface layer, and progressively less under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (Fig. 3d). 202 

Intersecting the current biodiversity within large MPAs also highlights the different levels of climate-203 

change exposure that current biodiversity will potentially face at different depths in the ocean 204 

(Extended Data Fig. 5). For instance, the highest proportions of species that will be exposed to 205 

those new climate regimes within large MPAs will be mainly in the meso- and bathypelagic layers, 206 

and less at the surface. This reinforces the suggestion that limiting emissions (RCP2.6) could be 207 

important for retaining species within MPA boundaries. 208 

 209 

Anticipating effects of climate change is an increasingly vital consideration in marine conservation 210 

and should be a central theme in ongoing efforts to rationalise global MPA networks37. However, 211 

MPAs are worth the investment only when they can feasibly mitigate threats. Where this is the 212 

case, several conservation strategies that accommodate a changing climate have been proposed, 213 

including: 1) mobile MPAs30,38 that adjust their boundaries as biodiversity responds to warming; 2) 214 



placing MPAs along future spatial pathways, acting as stepping stones for biodiversity36,39; and 3) 215 

including climate-stable areas in MPA networks, such as climate refugia32,36. However, the 216 

complexities of considering the widely different magnitudes and directions of these climatic 217 

changes at different depths poses a significant challenge to the science underpinning MPA design 218 

in the open ocean32. 219 

 220 

The fact that uncertainty among CMIP5 models in climate velocity estimates increases with depth 221 

(see Caveat section in Methods) highlights limitations of climate models, and this will require more 222 

attention in future studies. Emerging CMIP6 models, although not yet reliable, might improve 223 

temperature estimates at depth. But how climate change could differentially impact biodiversity at 224 

different depths in the ocean – and how we might design robust, climate-resilient protected areas 225 

to conserve this biodiversity – will remain an enduring challenge, irrespective of how well we 226 

estimate climate change impacts in the deep ocean. 227 

 228 

As society contemplates a potential future that involves decades of accelerating climate change, 229 

impacts on biodiversity below the surface layers of the ocean should not be ignored. To afford 230 

deep-sea biodiversity the best possible opportunity to adapt to the unavoidable escalation of 231 

exposure to climate threats, the Precautionary Principle suggests that limits should be placed on 232 

exploitation of deep-ocean resources by fishing fleets and by mining, hydrocarbon and other 233 

extractive activities. The most obvious way to achieve this outcome is to now plan networks of 234 

large MPAs for the deeper ocean that would exclude or limit extractive human uses, and to identify 235 

and protect potential refuge areas such as slopes and complex bathymetric features that might 236 

hold distinct climatic conditions and retain species. 237 

 238 
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 344 

METHODS 345 

1. Data sources and processing 346 

Climate velocity was estimated using contemporary and future temperatures from a multi-model 347 

ensemble mean derived from 11 general circulation models from the Coupled Model 348 

Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (Earth System Grid Federation, https://esgf-node.llnl.gov; see 349 

Supplementary Table 2 for details on the models). For contemporary conditions (1955-2005), we 350 

used historical model runs, while for future conditions (2050-2100), we used models under three 351 

IPCC Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)18: RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. RCP2.6 352 

represents a strong mitigation scenario, while RCP4.5 represents a stabilization scenario in which 353 

radiative forcing is stabilised at ~4.5 W m-2 by 2100. This leads to a slow rise of ~1ºC in ocean 354 

surface temperature relative to 2006 levels. By contrast, RCP8.5 is a reference scenario, which 355 

results in a radiative forcing of ~8.5 W m-2, representing an increase in ocean surface temperature 356 

of 2.4ºC by 2100 relative to 2006 levels.  357 

 358 

For the contemporary period, we have preferred modelled over observational data for two reasons. 359 

First, because local climate velocity requires the estimation of the spatial gradient, all estimates 360 

should be based on data with the same native resolution, which is not the situation for 361 

observational datasets that have much finer spatial resolution (e.g., EN4 dataset) than CMIP5 362 

model outputs. Second, while most of the observational data available have been interpolated in 363 

their horizontal and vertical components, the assumptions underpinning these calculations differ 364 

from those associated with general circulation models (GCMs). Using historical runs of the same 365 

GCMs used for future projections ensures that any biases caused by data compilation and 366 

processing (e.g., spatial regridding and computation of volume-adjusted means) propagate equally 367 

across all outputs. 368 

 369 

Temperature data from CMIP5 models have horizontal (latitude, longitude), temporal (time) and 370 

vertical (depth) components. Because the horizontal grid resolution was not homogenous among 371 

climate models, and this could have an effect on the calculation of climate velocity40,41, we re-372 

gridded each climate model to a uniform 1° spatial grid using an area-weighted bilinear 373 



interpolation42. For the temporal component, we computed annual means by averaging monthly 374 

values for each climate scenario. The vertical grid resolution (i.e., depth) was also heterogeneous 375 

among climate models (Supplementary Table 2). To maintain consistency among models and to 376 

facilitate development of the multi-model ensemble, for each model we extracted depths according 377 

to four different ocean layers: surface (0-200 m), mesopelagic (200-1000 m), bathypelagic (1000-378 

4000 m) and abyssopelagic (>4000 m)43. 379 

 380 

For each depth layer, we averaged temperature conditions using a volume-weighted average 381 

approach, with volumes of 1° grid squares in each standard depth layer depending on the 382 

characteristics of the corresponding depth layers of the individual model under consideration. To 383 

avoid artefacts caused by inconsistent numbers of grid cells available by depth for different 384 

models, we followed a conservative approach by including only grid cells common to all models 385 

within each depth layer. All computation was undertaken using CDO44 (Climate Data Operators) 386 

and R45. 387 

 388 

2. Climate velocity and its calculation 389 

We estimated the local horizontal climate velocity for each 1° grid square, at each ocean depth 390 

layer of the multi-model ensemble. The temporal trend (numerator of climate velocity) was 391 

calculated as the slope of a linear regression of mean annual temperatures (°C yr-1) for the 392 

corresponding climate scenario time period. The spatial gradient (denominator of climate velocity) 393 

was calculated from the vector sum of the latitudinal and longitudinal pairwise differences of the 394 

mean temperature across the corresponding climate scenario time period at each focal cell using a 395 

3 × 3 neighbourhood window (°C km-1)12,36. We calculated climate velocity based on temperature 396 

alone because it is one of the strongest environmental drivers of biodiversity in the ocean17,46,47, is 397 

correlated with nutrient availability48, has a unimodal relationship with biological performance32, and 398 

is a key variable impacted by climate change49. We choose a climate-velocity gradient approach 399 

instead of a climate-analogue approach because the local gradient approach is 1) more 400 

meaningful for coarse-resolution global analyses32, and 2) preferable when a single variable (here 401 

sea temperature) is used32. All calculations were performed using the VoCC R package50. 402 

 403 



We use horizontal climate velocity for discrete depth layers in the global ocean, rather than vertical 404 

or fully three-dimensional climate velocities, because our expectation is that if realised distributions 405 

of marine ectotherms follow thermal tolerance limits51, but are constrained by fixed depth limits52, 406 

species ranges will expand at their leading (cool, poleward) edges at the depth-specific climate 407 

velocity of the shallow limit of the species’ distribution (the warmest part of the habitat). Similarly, 408 

trailing (warm, equatorward) distributional edges should shift at the depth-specific velocity of the 409 

deep limit of the species’ distribution (the coolest part of the available habitat). 410 

 411 

3. Marine biodiversity data 412 

Marine biodiversity maps were extracted from the latest version of AquaMaps20. AquaMaps 413 

predicts marine species distributions using a probability of occurrence (0-1) derived from an 414 

environmental niche model (e.g., temperature, salinity, oxygen) at 0.5° spatial resolution. It 415 

includes 33,518 marine species, 23,700 of which have environmental envelopes generated using 416 

at least 10 observations – the observation threshold we used here and used by others14. We 417 

followed Klein et al.53 using a minimum threshold of 0.5 probability of occurrence to define range 418 

maps for our analysis, which yielded a total of 20,019 species distribution maps (Supplementary 419 

Table 3). 420 

 421 

Species distribution maps were up-scaled from their original resolution (0.5°) to 1° to match the 422 

resolution of the climate velocities by applying a 50% cell occupancy criterion following García 423 

Molinos et al.14. We categorized species distributions according to their depth preferences using 424 

the same criteria as we used for computing depth-wise climate velocities. This yielded a total of 425 

16,908 species in the surface layer (0-200 m), 2,491 species in the mesopelagic layer (200-1000 426 

m), and 598 species in the bathypelagic layer (1000-4000 m) (See Supplementary Table 3 for 427 

more information about main groups per ocean layer). Because data were sparse in deeper 428 

oceans layers, with only 22 species below 4000 m (Supplementary Table 3), we analysed 429 

biodiversity only in ocean layers above this depth. We assessed the relationship between 430 

contemporary climate scenario and biodiversity by correlating the magnitude of climate velocity 431 

with the number of species (i.e., richness) in each 1° cell. 432 

 433 



4. Marine protected areas and climate-velocity trajectories 434 

We downloaded the most up-to-date global dataset on the spatial extents of MPAs from the UNEP-435 

WCMC database (www.protectedplanet.net). To examine how the magnitude and direction of 436 

climate velocity in the global MPA network change at different depths in the ocean, we produced 437 

climate-velocity trajectories36 for the period 2019-2100 from GCMs by forward iteration of 438 

isotherms located at the centre of each 0.1° cell within large MPAs (>100,000 km2) for two depth 439 

layers (surface, mesopelagic) following the direction and speed of local climate velocities32,36,50. All 440 

calculations were performed using the VoCC R package50. 441 

 442 

5. Caveats 443 

Our study shows results derived from climate models that have several sources of uncertainty. 444 

First, uncertainties associated with climate models arise mainly from differences within and among 445 

CMIP5 general circulation models, and between projections for different emission scenarios54. 446 

These uncertainties might also generate differences in estimates of climate velocity. Second, 447 

climate velocity does not have any direct measure of uncertainty32. However, for each depth layer 448 

and climate scenario (i.e., historical and projection) we estimated standard errors associated with 449 

the linear temporal trend component of the local climate velocity (i.e., numerator of climate 450 

velocity) (Extended Data Fig. 6). We noticed that with depth, the standard errors of the temporal 451 

trend tend to zero and the pattern becomes similar across climate scenarios. We also estimated 452 

the uncertainty of climate velocity among models for the three RCPs and for the historical period 453 

by calculating the metric for each individual model. We took the pooled data for each pixel across 454 

these 11 new climate-velocity data and then computed the overall spatial median and interquartile 455 

range as a measure of uncertainty in climate-velocity associated with the different models. We 456 

noticed this metric of uncertainty increased with depth and with radiative forcing associated with 457 

the emission scenarios (Extended Data Fig. 7, Supplementary Table 4)54 making it necessary also 458 

to caveat the interpretation that the direction of climate velocity is equally common in deep ocean. 459 

These ranges also reflect the decline in data availability with increasing depth in the ocean 460 

(Supplementary Table 2), and the sensitivity of climate velocity to its constituent components: the 461 

temporal trend and the spatial gradient55. However, the fact that the spatial gradient (denominator 462 

of the local climate velocity approach) is relatively unaffected by emission scenario across depths 463 

does not imply that the temporal trend (numerator of the local climate velocity approach) is a 464 



suitable proxy for climate velocity. Because spatial gradients in temperature flatten with depth a 465 

small temperature change through time will propagate rapidly across the thermally homogenous 466 

habitat, forcing species to move further and faster to maintain their thermal niche. This is an 467 

important consideration, especially for deep-ocean taxa that might lack the vagility of taxa 468 

occupying the surface layers of the ocean. 469 

 470 

Finally, we used annual mean temperature at different depth as the main environmental driver of 471 

the distribution of biodiversity. However, consideration of other aspects of temperature might 472 

represent different and relevant biological processes56,57. For example, annual means can be used 473 

to infer shifts over the entire species’ range, but extreme values of temperature (annual minimum 474 

and maximum values) can be also used to infer range shifts at the edges of a species’ distribution. 475 

In addition, monthly data can be used to include seasonal components in climate velocity 476 

estimates12. These aspects were beyond the scope of the current study but could be considered in 477 

further research. 478 

 479 

Data availability 480 

Oceans temperature raster layers for historical and RCPs scenarios are available at Zenodo under 481 

the identifier: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3596584. 482 

 483 

Code availability 484 

Scripts are available at Zenodo under the identifier: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3596584. 485 
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FIGURES 26 
  27 



 28 

 29 

Figure 1. Climate velocity (km decade-1) for contemporary (1955-2005) and projected future sea temperatures (2050-2100) at four different depths under three 30 

IPCC emission scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). The latitudinal plots represent median magnitudes of climate velocity by 1º of latitude. The directional 31 

roses on the far right represent the relative frequency of direction of climate velocity for the contemporary period (1955-2005); we have illustrated the directions 32 

only for contemporary climate velocity here because they are almost identical to those for all emission scenarios (see Extended Data Fig. 3). Grey grid squares in 33 

deeper layers represent areas with no corresponding sea temperature data available because of seafloor features extending upward toward the surface.34 



 35 

Figure 2. Relationship between contemporary climate velocity and marine biodiversity. a, Bivariate choropleth maps overlapping the magnitude of climate velocity 36 

with species richness at three different depths in the ocean. Cells for each depth layer and variable (i.e., climate velocity and species richness) were split into 37 

terciles to define categories. Biodiversity within each depth layer has been rescaled with its appropriate depth. White grid squares represent areas with no 38 



corresponding sea temperature data available because of seafloor features extending upward toward the surface. b, Proportions of cells (%) for the four 39 

categories representing the most extreme overlapping terciles for the relationship between climate velocity and species richness.  40 



 41 

Figure 3. Future distribution of thermal habitat presently within large (> 100,000 km2) MPAs. a-c, Projected MPA thermal habitats under RCP2.6 (a), RCP4.5 (b) 42 

and RCP8.5 (c). Coloured polygons represent convex hulls surrounding the ending positions of isotherms projected forward in time36 from 2019-2100. d, Average 43 



proportion of isotherms departing each large MPA (n = 23, ± standard deviation) by 2100 at the ocean surface and in the mesopelagic under three emission 44 

scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP 4.5RCP8.5).45 



Table 1. Global climate velocity (km decade-1) medians (cell area-weighted) from an ensemble-546 

average of 11 CMIP5 models (uncertainty illustrated by 25th and 75th percentiles). For each future 547 

depth-emission scenario combination, the relative increase in climate velocity from the 548 

contemporary climate is given in square brackets. 549 

 550 

Ocean layer 
Contemporary climate

(1955-2005) 

RCP2.6 

(2050-2100) 

RCP4.5 

(2050-2100) 

RCP8.5 

(2050-2100) 

Surface (0- 200 m) 12.28 (7.02, 21.78) 6.03 (0.67, 14.80) [0.5] 25.64 (15.36, 48.90) [2.1] 85.55 (56.22, 158.97) [7.0] 

Mesopelagic (200 - 1000 m) 6.28 (-0.62, 15.06) 49.92 (16.19, 113.83) [7.0] 
85.23 (31.70, 179.03) 

[13.5] 
135.33 (60.11, 292.25) [21.5] 

Bathypelagic (1000 - 4000 m) 24.64 (7.89, 42.61) 76.47 (21.67, 134.28) [3.1] 90.56 (26.35, 147.62) [3.7] 114.02 (35.16, 177.05) [4.6] 

Abyssopelagic (> 4000 m) 43.14 (38.38, 59.48) 67.98 (47.60, 109.23) [1.6] 74.91 (51.37, 113.24) [1.7] 78.05 (54.19, 116.48) [1.8] 
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 53 

 54 

Extended Data Figure 1. Temporal trend (°C decade-1) for contemporary (1955-2005) and projected sea temperatures (2050-2100) at four different depths in the 55 

ocean under three IPCC scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). Plots in the right-hand panel represent median values by 1º of latitude. White bands in 56 

deeper layers represent areas where there is no water because of seafloor features extending into pelagic zones.  57 



 58 

Extended Data Figure 2. Spatial gradient (°C km-1) for contemporary (1955-2005) and projected sea temperatures (2050-2100) at four different depths in the 59 

ocean under three IPCC scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). Plots in the right-hand panel represent median values by 1º of latitude. White bands in 60 

deeper layers represents areas where there is no water because of seafloor features extending into pelagic zones.61 



 562 

Extended Data Figure 3. Direction of climate velocity for contemporary (1955-2005) and projected 563 

future sea temperatures (2050-2100) at four different depths in the ocean under three IPCC 564 

scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). Directions standardized by hemisphere to 565 

poleward/equatorward directions. 566 

 567 



 68 

Extended Data Figure 4. Global changes in temperature conditions at four different layers in the ocean by 2100 relative to present day conditions (2019) under 69 

three IPCC scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). White grid squares in deeper layers represent areas where seafloor features extending upward toward the 70 

surface mean that there are no sea temperature data available at this depth. 71 



 72 

Extended Data Figure 5. Species richness with a probability of occurrence > 0.5 for three different layers in the 73 

ocean. Polygons represent MPAs with areas > 100,000 km2 (n = 23). Grey cells represent missing species 74 

richness data for that depth layer, given the threshold for probability of occurrence. 75 



 76 

Extended Data Figure 6. Standard errors (°C decade-1) associated to the linear temporal trend component of climate velocity for contemporary (1955-2005) and 77 

projected future sea temperatures (2050-2100) at four different depths in the ocean under three IPCC scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). White grid 78 

squares in deeper layers represent areas where seafloor features extending upward toward the surface mean that there are no sea temperature data available at 79 

this depth.  80 



 81 

Extended Data Figure 7. Interquartile range (75th - 25th) of climate velocity among models (n = 11) for contemporary (1955-2005) and projected future sea 82 

temperatures (2050-2100) at five different depths in the ocean and under three IPCC scenarios (RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). White grid squares in deeper 83 

layers represent areas where seafloor features extending upward toward the surface mean that there are no sea temperature data available at this depth. 84 


